
 

 

Editing Guidelines     

Please do not use all caps for any information in any of the fields unless you are referring to 
the name of a product or topic that requires all capital letters.     

Samples:       SPECT, PET     

Do not use slang or shorten words that the audience will not understand. In general, you 
should write out the name of the subject and follow it with an acronym in parentheses the 
first time it is used for clarification, unless it is something that the audience will completely 
understand.     

Samples:       End-of-Support (EOS)     
SPECT (in this case, the audience will understand the term)     

Be sure to list product information exactly as it is to appear in print, upper and lower case 
letters, italics, etc., including trademark symbols.       

Sample:   syngo®     
 

Write in the present tense.     
Samples:      This session is designed to…     

In this session, you will learn…     
This session will provide…     

Session Titles      
10 WORDS OR LESS     
-    All major words should start with an upper-case letter     
-    Small words such as the, an, and, a, or etc. may be lower-case     
-    Do not put a period at the end of a session title     
-    Separate thoughts with a colon     

Sample: From Bench to Bedside: Marrying Imaging Technology to the Condition     
-    Use “and” vs. “&”     

Sample Title: Electromagnetic Needle Guidance in the Angiography Suite     

Presentation Descriptions     
75-100 WORDS     
This information will appear on the website and in the Mobile App. Descriptions should be 
compelling and descriptive.  The audience will use the descriptions when deciding whether or not 
to attend a session. A one-line description is not sufficient.     
-    Check your spelling     
-    Check the grammar     
-    Use complete sentences. There should be ONE space between a period and the next sentence.     
-    Describe the topic and the session objective, what the attendee will learn by attending the session    
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Sample:    iGuide CAPPA is real-time needle navigation in the angiography suite with 
limited radiation exposure. This session will describe the small     
electromagnetic field generator and how it assists end-users during     
difficult needle placement with real-time feedback for successful anatomic    
access. The benefit of using intraprocedural syngo® DynaCTs for iGuide    
CAPPA will also be reviewed. (Please include trademark symbols where     
appropriate.)      

 
Presenter Information     

-    Use the following punctuation in the following abbreviations:     
o   MD     
o   BS     
o   RT (R) (etc.)     
o   EdD     
o   PhD     
o   RN     
o   CNMT     
o   FACC     
o   ARRT     
o   NCT     
o   MBA     
o   MSN     

-    Please provide the presenter’s first and last name, title, facility name, city, and state     
o   Abbreviate the state.  Sample: PA vs. Pennsylvania     

 
 Sample: Michael Smith, RT (R) (CV) 
   Clinical Instructor 

University of Virginia Hospital 
   Alexandria, VA 
 


